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C h a p t e r  1

HAPPINESS

Our most distinguished and eloquent researchers in 
the field of psychology and psychiatry tell us that 

our affluent society has not brought us happiness and joy. 
On the contrary, people in the highly developed nations 
of the world seem to be suffering from a malaise made 
up of boredom, apathy, and general depression. And we 
know that people are at their best—that is, they are the 
happiest and the most energetic—when they’re striving 
toward the fulfillment of what seems to them to be good 
and worthy ideas.

Wherever you find boredom, you’ll find the absence of 
a good idea. People are depressed and bored when they 
know deep down in the very fibers of their being that the 
life they’re living is not what it could be, not what it ought 
to be. We suffer from a pervasive feeling of guilt when 
we’re living below our true capacities—in our work and 
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in our play. And it’s beginning to dawn on people everywhere 
that we’ve been chasing a mistaken concept of what success is  
all about.

On the other hand, when we’re gripped by a good idea—or a suc-
cession of good ideas, really, because one leads to another—we’re 
at our best, our happiest; our lives are characterized by a feeling 
of worth and purpose. Ideas bring the fresh, clean air of renewal 
into our lives. The real fun of life is in continually bridging the 
gap that lies between where we are and where we want to be and 
from what we are to what we wish to become.

There are three main departments of living with which we should 
concern ourselves and in which we should succeed: (1) our 
family lives; (2) the way we spend our days, on the job and off; 
and (3) our income. We’ll find success, each of us in his or her 
own way, when we find ourselves. And when we do, all the things 
that we want or need will be added to our lives. The journey of 
self-discovery, the journey into meaning, is the most exciting one 
on earth—and the most rewarding.
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C h a p t e r  2

CHARACTER

The Oxford English Dictionary records the earliest 
definition of character as “a distinctive mark im-

pressed, engraved, or otherwise formed; a brand, stamp.”2 
Any person who has had the chance to live as an adult 
for any appreciable length of time begins to collect about 
him what we call his “fortunes.” They represent a merci-
less mirror of him as a person. They reflect his nature and 
constitute in total a distinctive mark, a brand, a stamp.

Emerson perhaps put it best when he wrote, “Nature 
magically suits the man to his fortunes by making these 
the fruit of his character.”3 We might experience some 
difficulty in finding out what we’re really like by trying 
to look inward, but we have only to look about us at our 
fortunes, for they are the fruit of our character. As Dr. 
Abraham Maslow, former president of the American 
Psychological Association, said, “You judge a person the 
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same way you judge an apple tree—by his fruit, by what he pro-
duces.” Just as you can tell the name of a fruit tree by examining 
its fruit, you can tell a great deal about a person in the same way. 
Our circumstances reflect our true beliefs.

You see, our fortunes are simply the sum total of what we want 
and believe we are qualified to receive at any given stage of our 
lives. Our fortunes should change. They should not just accumu-
late as we get older; they should change in quality. If they do not 
change, it is an indication that we are not changing. If they do not 
increase in quality, it’s an indication that we are not growing and 
maturing as people. Someone once said to Dr. Robert Hutchins 
when he was the chancellor of the University of Chicago, with 
regard to adult education, that “you can’t teach old dogs new 
tricks.” Dr. Hutchins replied, “Human beings are not dogs and 
education is not a bag of tricks.”

We can grow through knowledge with good ideas, and as we 
grow our world will change to reflect our growth. We might say 
that a person or an organization will grow in proportion to two 
main conditions. The first concerns his degree of receptivity. Are 
his windows open to receive the fresh breeze of renewal in the 
form of new ideas and creative thinking? Many people you know 
in organizations are closed systems. They’ve got their windows 
closed and locked, believing that they are already the repository 
of all useful information. The one thing that always typifies a 
closed system is that it ultimately begins to shrink, and it will 
eventually die if it stays closed long enough. Any person or per-
sons making up the management of any sort of organization who 
feel no need for new ideas or who do not challenge their own 
beliefs from time to time are on the road to stagnation and decay.
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The second condition governing a person’s or organization’s 
growth is the source or sources of ideas. If our ideas come to us 
only from those by whom we’re regularly surrounded—those 
who live much as we do—we tend to do little more than reiterate 
and fortify the ideas by which we already live. That’s true for or-
ganizations as well.

In fact, a person can be said to be an organization—indeed, a 
highly complex organization. Like any other sort of organiza-
tion, his or her overall success will be determined by the quality 
of management. Just as the success or failure of any business or 
other organization depends on its management, so the success or 
failure of a person depends on the way he or she manages himself 
or herself.

We all produce things, words, and attitudes that reflect our man-
agement. And the quality of our product—our total product—
will be determined by the quality of our own self-management. 
And the quality of our management will be determined by the 
quality of our ideas.

As such, we should assess the quality and the importance of the 
product we’re generating in each of our important divisions, 
what constitute the three main departments of living: family life, 
business life, and free time.

Let’s say a company has three divisions. Two are doing well; one 
is losing money. The one that’s losing money, provided it has been 
losing money for some time, would seem to indicate that it has 
poor management, or else it produces a product with insufficient 
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demand. Now, the same can be said to be true of the different 
departments of our lives. Quite often a person will be great in one 
department and poor in another—great on the job, perhaps, but 
poor at home, or great at home and poor on the job.

We control our rewards in each of these departments, for they 
are commensurate with our management—with our success in 
interacting with those upon whom our success depends. So, a 
person standing back and assessing these three departments and 
understanding that his fortunes are the fruit of his character gets 
a pretty good look at how he is managing himself.
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C h a p t e r  3

GOALS

People have what they thought they wanted. Why 
 aren’t they happy? Could it be that they’ve not moved 

on to other larger and more worthwhile goals? George 
Bernard Shaw said that “it is the first duty of every man 
not to be poor.” And I agree with that. Poverty has never 
brought happiness. We see it staring from the hunger- 
ravaged faces of the world’s underprivileged. We see it in 
our ghettos. But there are two kinds of income: psychic 
and tangible.

Psychic income is the income of the mind and the feelings, 
the kind we get when we look at our loved ones or when 
we’ve done a good job. Psychic income is the income the 
firemen get when they’re roaring through the town with 
the sirens screaming. It’s the income a police officer knows 
when he assumes the authority of his uniform. There’s 
psychic income that comes with a promotion, with the 
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executive suite. It’s excitement and satisfaction, and it’s perhaps 
the most important income we receive from our life’s work. We 
can make a living and possibly even get rich doing many things, 
but psychic riches come from being in the kind of work we like, 
doing the things we want to do.

In his excellent book On Aggression, Konrad Lorenz tells us that 
the drive to fulfill one’s self—to realize, if possible, the potential 
of one’s unique endowment—is coded in our genetic instruc-
tions.4 And it’s going contrary to our genetic instructions that 
causes us to experience anxiety and guilt. We seem to know that 
there’s a way to live that’s better than the one for which we’re 
settling.

Family, schools, and society all work to fit us into established 
“pigeon holes,” and for some that’s fine. For others, the shoe 
doesn’t fit; it hurts. It rubs and chafes and can become agoniz-
ingly painful. There’s no psychic income there. So, those people 
must seek satisfaction off the job in hobbies and avocations or 
else change their job, because they need to get it somewhere.

As to financial income, it should meet our requirements. What 
those requirements are depends on individual taste. Our income 
should be sufficient for us to live in the style we most enjoy, have 
the things we think are important, do the things we want to do, 
see the places we want to see, and perhaps help others who didn’t 
manage or couldn’t manage to work it out for themselves.

In a society such as ours, not every person can find the kind of 
gainful employment that forms a perfect fit with his or her ap-
titudes and preferences. Many factors work to hold a person in 
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a particular place and a particular job other than the amiability 
of the job itself. But I do believe that almost every thinking, 
growing, maturing person can find the work he or she enjoys. 
And for the rest, the deep sources of satisfaction and interest can 
come from experiences not connected with their work.

Here are some interesting questions for you to try to answer:

(1)  If you could completely change places with any other person 
in the world, would you do it, and who would that person 
be?

(2)  If you could work at any job, would that work be different 
from the work you’re doing now?

(3)  If you could live in any part of the country, would you move 
from where you’re now living, and if so, where?

(4)  If you could go back to age twelve and live your life from that 
point over again, would you do it? And what would you do 
differently?

Studies have indicated that the great majority of people, even 
though they evince a certain amount of dissatisfaction with their 
present lives and don’t seem to be as happy as they might be, will 
answer “no” to all four questions.

An attorney friend of mine recently confided in me that al-
though he’s accomplished everything he’s worked for, he finds 
himself depressed more and more of the time. He has a fine 
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practice, an excellent income, a beautiful home, and a wife and 
children to whom he’s devoted. In fact, everything is finally just 
as he planned it for so many years. And for no reason that he 
can put his finger on, all the fun and enthusiasm have strangely 
disappeared from his life. He’s listless and unhappy, and he can’t 
think of a single reason why.

This has become a common modern malady, and it’s what so 
often happens when a person runs out of goals. This is when the 
game of life begins to go to pot and the person needs to remind 
himself of some of the basic rules for successful, enthusiastic 
living. And the first rule is that a human being must have some-
thing worthwhile toward which he’s working. Without that, ev-
erything else—even the most remarkable achievements and all 
the trappings of worldly success—tend to turn sour.

Achieving our life goals can be compared to opening our presents 
on Christmas morning and watching those we love open theirs. 
We look forward to the day, plan and work toward it, and sud-
denly it’s there. All the presents are opened, and then what? Well, 
we must then turn our thoughts and attention to others things.

The successful novelist begins planning his next book before 
he finishes the one on which he’s currently working. The scien-
tist always has something new and challenging to turn to when 
he completes a project. The teacher has a new class coming up. 
The young family has children to raise and get through school, 
the new home to buy, the promotion to work for. But for mil-
lions who reach their forties and fifties and find they’ve done all 
they’ve set out to do and that there are no new challenges to give 
them stimulus and direction, there often comes the most trying 
time of their lives—the search for new meaning. And it must be 
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found if the old interest and vitality are to be restored to their 
lives, if they’re to achieve renewal as people. If they understand 
this, even the search for new meaning can bring new interest into 
their lives. They have to say to themselves, “Alright, I’ve done 
what I set out to do. Now I must find something new and inter-
esting to do.”

The force behind every human action is its goal. What’s your 
goal? Is it clear in your mind?
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C h a p t e r  4

PRIORITIES/
BALANCE IN LIFE

We’ve been taught to live within our means. But 
what are our means? Do we know what our real 

means are? As a rule, the man and wife in the so-called 
average home, on an average street, in an average town 
haven’t the faintest notion that they can sit down at the 
kitchen table, make a list of everything they want, rank 
the items in order of importance, and then get everything 
on that list in ten years—perhaps even five.

How do people increase their income to the point where it 
more comfortably meets their needs—both their present 
needs and their needs for the future? A good first step is 
to realize that other people have everything we want and 
they will give it to us if we earn it. If our income is not 
what we want it to be, we must examine our product and 
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our management. We have failed to qualify for it or have lacked 
the courage and ideas to go after it.

Thoreau said, “If one advances confidently in the direction of 
his dreams…he will meet with a success unexpected in common 
hours.”5 The direction of our dreams is often nothing more than 
our genetic instructions and our subconscious or natural pro-
pensities trying to point us down a particular path. The minute 
we begin to move in the direction that’s right for us, things start 
going our way. So, we need to ask ourselves: “Am I moving in 
the direction of my dreams? Or am I moving in lockstep with 
millions of other people because of some conventional idea I 
picked up from people who don’t know any more than I do—
maybe less?”

It’s also a good idea to reassess our priorities from time to time. 
The mature person understands what is really important and 
what isn’t. His goals, his needs, are his own. They do not neces-
sarily mirror those of the majority of other people—in fact, they 
likely don’t.

Recent research into the modern plague of cardiovascular disease 
has turned up convincing evidence that we’re bringing heart dis-
ease upon ourselves because of our lifestyle—our penchant for 
speed, our impatience at delay. But where are we going? What’s 
the hurry?

The mature person agrees with the great Swiss psychiatrist Carl 
Jung, who said, “The supreme goal of man is to fulfil himself 
as a creative, unique individual according to his own innate 
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potentialities and within the limits of reality.”6 And we can do 
that without a headlong frenetic charge.

You know, when we study golf under a good instructor, we’re 
amazed to learn that an easy, slow, rhythmical swing gets the best 
results—in direction as well as distance. This applies to tennis 
or any other sport. It’s balance; it’s rhythm. The same can be 
said about our businesses and our lives: it’s living in balance that 
counts and that gets the best results always. We’ll live longer and 
be in better health, do better, and enjoy it more.
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C h a p t e r  5

THINKING

It’s only when we’re calm and at peace with ourselves 
that the good ideas tend to come. I think that’s why we 

so often get our best ideas early in the morning or while 
doing something that’s totally routine, such as shaving, 
showering, driving the car, or walking alone. Most people 
do not do much creative thinking these days. In fact, 
they’ve been put down so many times as youngsters that 
they’ve learned to distrust their own ideas. But there’s a 
useful system for creative thinking—one that operates on 
both the subconscious and conscious levels, drawing on 
the mysterious stuff of the universe, past and present:

(1) Define the problem.

(2) Begin gathering data with regard to the idea.
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(3) Write down possible solutions.

(4)  After you’ve thought about it, talked to yourself about it, 
and even dreamed about it, then forget it. Let it slip down 
into your subconscious mind, that great slow cooker that 
will process your ideas alongside those of the millions who’ve 
lived before you.

(5)  Wait for your “Eureka” moment, and when it comes, im-
mediately write down the idea on a piece of paper so that it 
doesn’t slip away.

(6) Put the solution to work and stay with it to completion.

We are in the midst of unprecedented, amazing change in the 
world. My hope for you is that change always represents new 
opportunities for creative thinking, growth, development, the 
study of new goals, and the fresh breath of renewal. Although 
there’s still much to be learned, the experts on human conduct 
seem to agree on two points: one, that the average person func-
tions at a fraction of his true capacity; and two, that the most 
exciting lifelong adventure is bringing more of our real power to 
bear on our lives.
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C h a p t e r  6

STUDY

Have you ever wondered why the great majority of 
the people on earth remain so ignorant? Why only 

a small fraction of the people really succeed at anything 
in life? Plato gave us the answer in 400 B.C. when he said, 
“Neither do the ignorant seek after wisdom, for herein is 
the evil of ignorance, that he who is neither good nor wise 
is nevertheless satisfied with himself: he has no desire for 
that of which he feels no want.”7

The great author José Ortega y Gasset carried Plato’s 
wisdom right into the twentieth century. He points out in 
his excellent book Some Lessons in Metaphysics that even 
though human knowledge has experienced an almost 
unbelievable growth during the past one hundred years, 
most especially during the past fifty, the great majority of 
people have not only cut themselves off from this growing 
body of knowledge; they have become, if anything, more 
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ignorant than they were before. And he explains why: the only 
way a human being can get knowledge is through study. Ortega 
compares study to paying taxes—it’s something that people don’t 
like to do, and something that practically no one does when he 
doesn’t have to.8

The vast majority of people will go to school just as long as 
they have to. During that time, they will learn only what is ab-
solutely necessary, which isn’t very much, and they will stop on 
any subject the moment they’re allowed to. That’s why we have 
the mind-boggling phenomenon of a multibillion-dollar school 
system and a nation of people with barely enough useful infor-
mation to find the seat of their pants with both hands. Never in 
the history of man has a nation been offered the opportunities 
for learning as has the United States and had those opportunities 
systematically ignored.

Most people sit dull-eyed and slack-jawed in front of their televi-
sion sets and complain that they’re not more successful, or tell a 
British research team they’d like a 20 percent increase in income. 
By far, the great majority of them are overpaid as it is. If they 
devoted a half hour a night to continuing education, they could 
be the world’s smartest people, but they don’t realize that. Nor do 
they seem to know that there’s freedom and fun in knowledge.

As I mentioned earlier, if there’s one thing that typifies our so-
ciety, it’s boredom, apathy. Whenever you find boredom, you 
find the absence of a good idea. And whenever you find the ab-
sence of a good idea, you find a person who isn’t using his equip-
ment anywhere near par.
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C h a p t e r  7

TRANSCENDENCE

In the excellent book The Nature of Man, there appears 
the line “Man tends to achieve his being inasmuch as 

he develops love and reason.”9 Here’s where our hope 
lies—in love and reason; in our opportunity for service, 
growth, and fulfillment. It’s the way to transcend the 
grubby commonplaceness of existence. The most im-
portant step a human being can take is the one that leads 
to transcendence—even a little transcendence.

Transcendence may be used in a religious or metaphysical 
context as indicating the existence of a higher power. It 
may also mean a liberation from egotism and selfishness. 
Finally, transcendence may mean, especially in existen-
tialist thinking, going beyond one’s self in time, reaching 
out of one’s self toward the future. One thing is common 
to the different meanings of the word—going beyond 
our self-absorbed ego, freeing ourselves from the prison 
of egotism, and relating ourselves to reality.
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It seems clear that life has meaning if transcendence is achieved, 
if man does not limit himself to the selfishness and destructive-
ness of the mirror created by the narcissist. To give of oneself is 
the only way of being oneself. This paradoxical sentence is only 
paradoxical in appearance. It can be found in the teachings of 
the gospels and in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Goethe, 
Marx, and others.

Transcendence is a goal worth working toward, and it is within 
the reach of anyone. By getting above the dismal, narrow life 
based strictly on ego and learning to give of ourselves to our work, 
our families, and our play, thereby becoming more ourselves, we 
solve three major problems in one fell swoop: how we spend our 
days, our family, and our income. Our days will be full and richly 
rewarding. Our family life will take on new meaning. And our 
income will take care of itself. By really giving of ourselves we will 
be maximizing our service, which will automatically maximize 
our rewards.

Transcendence is not an easy thing to achieve, but it is worth 
working toward, and it can be done in balance, without rush, by 
getting our priorities straight and organizing our time.
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

Living in balance is important for our physical health 
and our appearance too. Golfer Gary Wiren suggests 

that we should all ask ourselves these questions: Are my 
muscles getting soft and flabby? Do I feel chronically 
tired? Am I clumsy performing physical tasks that once 
were relatively easy for me? Can I feel and see unsightly 
bulges of fat on my body? Do I have to stop and catch 
my breath after climbing one or two flights of stairs? Is 
my physical zest for life missing or rapidly failing? If you 
agreed to more than a couple of these questions, you may 
well become a victim of premature aging.

We can ward off premature disease by spending just a few 
minutes a day exercising. I’ve never been a physical fitness 
nut, but I believe that we should take care of our bodies 
just as we should our minds—and to get the best use of 
both requires exercise.
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It’s estimated that only 4 to 5 percent of the American adult pop-
ulation exercises regularly. Why? The answer lies in the place-
ment of our priorities. Our scale of values is cockeyed. Think 
for a moment: What would you trade for good health? Can you 
think of anything? I can’t—because with health we can do any-
thing and enjoy it.

You have to eat sensibly too. One of the hardest things for most 
of the population to learn is that food intake must match energy 
output. When we were in our teens and early twenties, we usually 
had high energy output, and so we formed the habit of eating 
a lot. Because habits tend to remain constant or increase with 
time, chances are that a given person will continue to eat the 
same amount of food, or even more, as he grows older. And as his 
energy curve begins to go down, the gap between his descending 
energy curve and his food intake line will be represented by the 
spread of his waistline and the seat of his pants.

When John D. Rockefeller was in his fifties making a million dol-
lars a week, he was told by his physician that unless he changed 
his living habits he wouldn’t be around much longer to enjoy his 
rapidly accumulating fortunes. The doctor gave Mr. Rockefeller 
three simple pieces of advice, and as is often the case, in their 
simplicity was woven a profound wisdom. This is what Mr. 
Rockefeller was told: (1) push yourself away from the table while 
you’re still a little bit hungry, (2) stop worrying, and (3) get some 
regular physical exercise. The health of modern Western man is 
being destroyed by three things: overeating, excessive worrying, 
and a sedentary existence. 

Let’s explore together the possibilities available in our daily lives 
to increase our physical activity. In my mind, there are four basic 
ways in which people can find the physical activity their bodies 
need to function at their best:
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1.  DAILY WORK

We can get regular physical activity through our work. However, 
the amount of physical labor required by most jobs today is very 
minimal. So, in order to offset the loss of physical activity that 
has beset man in this era, we need to find a suitable substitute 
for physical work, and that’s where the other three ways come in.

2.  A PLANNED EXERCISE PROGRAM

The second and most obvious way to increase physical activity is 
through a planned exercise program. This can include joining a 
group at the YMCA or your local community center. Or it could 
be a personal program of regular calisthenics, yoga, jogging, or 
any number of activities pursued at your local health club or in 
and around your home. The drawback of this form of exercise is 
that it can be boring, especially when you’re working at it alone.

3.  SPORTS AND RECREATION

The most palatable form of exercise is through sports and rec-
reation. Besides the pure fun of what you’re doing, there are 
tremendous rewards that come from activities like swimming, 
hiking, tennis, handball, cycling, badminton, square dancing, 
judo, skiing, volleyball, and other activities that are strenuous 
enough to condition you while you’re enjoying the activity.

4.  BUILT-INS

“Built-ins” can be the answer for a frantically busy person who 
has difficulty finding the time to exercise. Anyone can insert 
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these into their daily routines. Sandwich them in regularly and 
they become a habit. Let me give you some examples. Try holding 
your stomach in whenever you’re waiting for a red light or while 
you’re walking. How about riding an exercise bike while you’re 
watching television? Why not use the time it takes to draw your 
bathwater for doing sit-ups or push-ups? Sound strange? It really 
isn’t. It’s simply using to the best advantage that most precious 
commodity of all—time.

Now, any one of these four areas mentioned—your work, formal 
exercise, sports and recreation, and built-ins—could provide you 
with adequate activity to maintain a high state of physical fit-
ness. But the most successful and lasting activity program will 
undoubtedly combine all four. It takes some planning and com-
mitment, but you can reach whatever level of activity and fitness 
you really desire.

Remember, physical fitness is an unusual commodity. You can’t 
buy it, borrow it, or steal it. And once you have it, you can’t even 
store it. To possess it, you must make regular activity a daily habit 
and physical exertion a part of your life.
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EFFORT AND 
REWARD

The cumulative effect of a little time well spent every 
day is almost unbelievable. There are hundreds of 

excellent courses that can be taken. I think it all comes 
down to the fact that most human beings form the habit 
early in life of doing no more than they absolutely have 
to do. They miss the fun of learning, the fun of achieving 
beyond the simple chores of their days.

Now, why should we do all this? Why go to all this 
trouble? Well, let’s get back to what Gerald Sykes and 
other experts have pointed out: the worst guilt of all is 
the guilt of not having become our true selves.

The pervasive discontent we see on all sides is triggered, 
more often than not, by the inner knowledge that life 
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ought to be better, more fun, more exciting, and more inter-
esting. And it should be and it can be—when we bring more of 
ourselves to bear upon it, when we find more of our real talents, 
when we reach into the deep reservoirs of ability, even genius, 
that lurk in each of us.

Emerson wrote, “Intellect annuls fate.”10 This means that to 
the degree that we use the brains with which we were born do 
we move toward freedom. To the extent that we do not think 
and learn are we dependent on fate, circumstance, and chance. 
People’s freedom depends on the extent of their thinking, and 
the extent of their thinking might be said to depend in large mea-
sure on how successful they’ve been in cutting themselves loose 
from the misinformation with which many of us grew up.

I’ve long believed that the nagging discontent observable in the 
lives of so many rests on the fact that they seem to think that 
there’s an easy, effortless way to succeed in life. In seeking what 
appears to be the easy way out, they actually make life more diffi-
cult for themselves. Instead, by following what in the beginning 
appeared to be the more difficult route—the route to knowledge 
and self-discovery—and by taking what might appear to the ca-
sual onlooker to be a considerable risk, it turns out that in time, 
they’ve taken the better and, ultimately, the easier, safer, and 
more satisfying way.

Sooner or later, we must realize the truth of Gerald Sykes’s mar-
velous statement that “any solid achievement must of necessity 
take years of humble apprenticeship and lead to estrangement 
from most of society.” Always be suspicious of the so-called quick 
success. Even towering geniuses usually don’t produce their best 
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work until after many years of seasoning and dedicated experi-
ence. If it comes easy, it usually doesn’t amount to much.

But what about the part about “estrangement from most of so-
ciety”? To become great in anything is to be a nonconformist and 
to cut oneself away from the great majority of those in one’s own 
field. The great businessmen, the great professional people, the 
great educators are all mavericks. The people who wait for in-
novations and ideas to come from others in their field, which is 
what 98 percent of people in every field do, can never be better 
than second best. You can’t go along with the crowd and amount 
to much. The two simply don’t go together.

So it’s true—any solid achievement must take years of humble 
apprenticeship and lead to estrangement from most of society.
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KNOWLEDGE, 
POWER, AND 

RESPONSIBILITY

In his excellent book The Age of Discontinuity, Peter 
Drucker points out that historically the men of knowl-

edge have not held power, at least not in the West.11  
If they had any role at all at the seats of the mighty, it 
was that of court jester. There was so little truth histor-
ically in the old adage that the pen is mightier than the 
sword. Knowledge was a solace to the afflicted and a joy 
to the wealthy, who could afford to pursue it, but it was 
not power.

Indeed, up until relatively recently, the only position for 
which knowledge prepared one for was that of servant to 
the mighty. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, 
Oxford and Cambridge trained clergymen. The European 
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University produced civil servants. The business schools in the 
United States set up less than a century ago have been preparing 
well-trained clerks rather than entrepreneurs.

But now, says Drucker, knowledge has power. It controls access 
to opportunity and advancement. Scientists and scholars are no 
longer merely on tap; they’re on top. They must be listened to 
by the policy makers. And the learned are no longer poor. On 
the contrary, they’re true capitalists in the knowledge society. As 
Drucker mentions, these intellectuals have a responsibility to so-
ciety to continue to pursue knowledge for the common good, 
rather than becoming comfortable in a position and doing no 
more than one must.

So, an hour a day improving your mind is the best exercise habit 
you can form and is one that pays big dividends in all three of 
those important departments of life (our family lives, our daily 
practices, and our income).
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SELF-
ACTUALIZATION

According to Dr. Abraham Maslow, growth toward 
self-actualization is both natural and necessary. By 

growth he means the constant development of talents, 
capacities, creativity, wisdom, and character. Phrased an-
other way, growth is the progressive satisfaction of higher 
and higher levels of psychological needs. In Maslow’s 
words, “Man demonstrates in his own nature a pressure 
toward fuller and fuller Being, more and more perfect 
actualization of his humanness in exactly the same nat-
uralistic, scientific sense that an acorn may be said to be 
‘pressing toward’ being an oak tree.”12 It’s easy to see in 
children, but it’s so often lacking in adults.

Psychological growth leads to psychological health. 
The growth process requires a constant willingness to 
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take chances, to make mistakes, and to break habits. “One can 
choose,” says Maslow, “to go back toward safety or forward to-
ward growth. Growth must be chosen again and again; fear must 
be overcome again and again.”

Maslow also advanced what he called the “Jonah complex”—
the tendency in adults to doubt and even fear their own abili-
ties, their own potential to be greater. As he put it: “We fear our 
highest possibilities (as well as our lowest ones). We’re generally 
afraid to become that which we can glimpse in our most perfect 
moments, under the most perfect conditions, under conditions 
of greatest courage.”13 The pleasures of growth and development 
require effort and self-discipline and a certain amount of pain, 
but they’re worth a thousand times what they cost.
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THE HUMAN 
MIND’S INFINITE 

CAPACITY

People who underestimate their ability to think and 
solve problems should familiarize themselves with 

recent neurological research. Work at the UCLA Brain 
Research Institute points to there being enormous abili-
ties latent in everyone. It seems that the ultimate creative 
capacity of the human brain may be, for all practical pur-
poses, infinite.

Scientists have been amazed by the enormous reserve ca-
pacity of the mind. One eminent Russian scholar said, 
“Men under average conditions of work and life use only 
a small part of their thinking equipment. If we were able 
to force our brain to work at only half its capacity, we 
could, without any difficult whatsoever, learn forty lan-
guages, memorize an encyclopedia from cover to cover, 
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and complete the required coursework of dozens of colleges.” A 
statement like that makes us realize how we form the habit of 
living in low gear—“getting through,” as Thomas Henry Huxley 
once put it, “without too much discredit.”14

The human brain has four remarkable powers that far exceed any-
thing yet built into a machine. First, it has the power to absorb, to 
take in information and knowledge of every kind. We do this by 
reading, listening, touching—by using all five of our senses. Our 
minds are like unlimited corrals with the gates wide open.

Second, we have the power of retention, the capacity to retain 
knowledge and recall it. The human mind can capture, store, re-
call, and program more than six hundred bits of information per 
second, keeping all of it readily available for recall and use, with 
unlimited space for additional information.

Third, we have the power of judgment, of logical thought. The 
more facts we feed our brain, the more it is able to reason and 
judge intelligently.

Fourth, the greatest power of all is the power of imagination, the 
ability to think creatively, to take all ideas and combine them 
into new relationships, to dream, to think of things that do not 
now exist, to project ourselves into the future with the automatic 
time machine of our minds. That’s the power that’s made humans 
what they are.

As I’ve mentioned previously, researchers such as Dr. Maslow 
suggest that people who live close to their true capacity have a 
pronounced sense of well-being and considerable energy and 
see themselves as leading purposeful and creative lives. Isn’t that 
what we all want?




